Statement of Fact

The CROWN is using legislation, Acts, and Statutes to mislead with intent to claim
ownership and administration of living man and physical land through deception, using an
artificial construct; no entity can claim ownership over what it did not create or purchase
from the creator thereof;

Through careful observation and consideration,

1 All agents and contractors of New Zealand Government, Parliament, House of
Representatives, Governor General, Iwi incorporations et al are trading as the
company HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT OF NEW ZEALAND known as the
CROWN ; that is a legal fiction, can have no jurisdiction or administration over
anything of substance for living man, plants, animals, minerals, water, land,
flora/fauna, air and all resources of life in their entirety;
2 The CROWN as a registered company, is bound by admiralty maritime law/law of the
sea, operates in commerce and contract of artificial entities ONLY;
3 Crown subjects representing or acting as artificial persons/companies, are using Acts
and Statutes as a tool to force/coerce living man with intent to deceive and thereby
claim ownership over them;
these are actions of enslavement through fraudulent contract;
under the basic fundamentals of contract law, fraud nullifies every transaction and
all contracts absolute in their entirety;
4 Land of substance represented by Legal titles created by the CROWN are all artificial;
as defined by Blacks Law Dictionary 1st edition
ARTIFICIAL: ‘created by art or Law, existing only by force of or in contemplation of
Law’
LEGAL: ‘is related to Law or legal issues; relating to rights that are based in law as
opposed to equity’; Butterworths New Zealand Law Dictionary 7 th Edition
5 A legal fiction can not own anything of substance; eg physical land or anything living
6 A legal fiction can not administer a living man’s affairs and/or the necessities of life
such as food, water, shelter and trade et al, without consent
Therefore, it is impossible for physical land to be artificial, just as it is for a legal/artificial
title to be physical land; to claim otherwise is fraud;

Errors And Omissions Excepted

Remedy:

1 Living man and physical land et al are only bound by the law of nature and their
creator;
2 Living man and physical land et al are not bound by maritime/admiralty law,
commerce and contract of artificial entities, absolute;
3 The CROWN is only governing legal fictions and can continue governing legal fictions
only;
4 In the matter of any living man or physical land et al, the CROWN shall not: interfere,
obstruct, administer, claim authority over, damage/injure/poison, detain, charge,
prosecute, trespass, require consents/permission, make any man/woman surety to
any legal fiction, use the land as security in any form; restrict, take or claim
ownership of any resources on or from the land, sky, ocean and administer living
man’s affairs against their will in their entirety;
5 Living man hold supreme authority in all their own matters and reserve all
unalienable rights absolute in their entirety on land within the geographical area
commonly referred to as Nu Tireni, Aotearoa, New Zealand et al and all lands known
as the Commonwealth et al;
6 Any living man acting as a person and engaging in business as the CROWN who
continues with the unlawful actions from point 4, shall be held accountable and
dealt with accordingly;
7 Notice to the agent is notice to the principal/ notice to principal is notice to the
agent

All absolute rights reserved in their entirety
Interpretations and definitions are that of the living men that have written them
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